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Address Trend Glass Sp. z.o.o. 
ul Zubrzyckiego 11 
26-600 RADOM

Country Poland

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We mainly produce clear / transparent soda-lime glass in the range of items such as: decorative items, table lights, flame-ware, bowls, flowerpots,
vases & vessels.

We also specialize in production of the household glass, and domestic glassware, such as drinking glasses, plates and bowls.

Furthermore, we offer not only clear, but also painted, decorated items tailored to extraordinary designs, requests and proposals of our customers.

In order to satisfy our clients' needs in making our product unique we employ whole range of decorative applications like: spray painting using organic
inks which may be opaque or translucent or metallic, 
electrostatic coating, screen printing using vast array of organic inks and last but not least - transfer printing allowing to decorate glassware product
with the most intricate design. 
Our strict Quality Control procedures cover entire production and shipping process.
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